ABSTRACT SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
I.You need to register before submitting the abstract (see instructions for REGISTRATION on the
INSCRIPTIONS tab of the official website).
II.Once your registration is completed, enter www.gfra2021.com/call-for-abstracts and log in to
your system's profile with your USER (e-mail) and PASSWORD, and select the MY ABSTRACTS
tab.
III.Click on "ABSTRACT SUBMISSION".
IV.In the next window, you will be required to complete a series of fields to upload the abstract.
The abstract must be written in English.
Complete the following fields:
➢
Type the title of the abstract in Capital letters, except in essential cases (e.g. names of
microorganisms). The title must not exceed 200 characters including spaces.
➢
Choose the thematic area of the presentation (epidemiology / diagnosis / virology /
pathogenesis and immunology / vaccines and therapeutic interventions)
➢
Type the authors’ names (last name, first name and middle initial) and select the
presenting author with a check mark in the system
➢
Type the corresponding affiliations (name of the institution, city and country)
➢
Type the main body of the abstract. It should not exceed 2,000 characters including
spaces. The text must include the objectives of the study, materials and methods, a description
of the most relevant results with their statistical treatment (graphs, photos or tables are not
accepted) and a final conclusion.
➢
Include up to five keywords, separated by commas.
➢
Click on "SEND", the system will show you a detail of the uploaded abstract.
IMPORTANT:
●
Any abstract that does not meet the requested requirements will be rejected.
●
Abstracts will be evaluated by the Scientific Committee and may be accepted for
oral presentation (AO), accepted for poster (AP), with corrections (C), or rejected (R).
●
For organizational reasons, each registered participant will be allowed to submit
up to two (2) of abstracts as first author.
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